**RLC 2015-16 Meeting 2, October 3rd**

*Location: Carl Becker IK Seminar Room*

Discussed Lottery System and brainstorm session.

Broke up into 2 groups of people that are interested in further discussing lottery system and those that are not interested.

Discussed Suite lottery conditions

Revamping the block system

Having people be able to select individual houses

Discussed Program Houses

  o With a group of people in suite, the number used is the lowest lottery number of group

  o Students using program houses as backup and they don’t really want to live there

Regrouped to discuss what we went over

Lottery System

try to get Assistant Dean’s of houses to come to our meeting and have them come to next meeting to discuss lottery system

Having people pay more for suites in order to decrease demand

RA selection

have a meeting for us to discuss what the roles of the different people in residential life

create a timeline for when students are applying for housing and when they get results back

RA be same major as student living in residence

have suggestion box for RA’s to view people’s concerns
Social events

People don’t know many people outside of their hall

On west people already have their friend groups and therefore there are close friends groups

Arrange more hall trips